The water….the essential element of life!

WATER PROTECTION
INTERNATIONAL NETWORK

ABOUT US

VISION

World Union for Sustainable Development

Water, as an essential element of life, is fundamental
for
socio-economic
development, for healthy ecosystems and therefore for human survival.
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WATER PROTECTION stands out thanks to the fundamental
collaboration of highly qualified professionals, companies
with high technical and technological content, universities
and researchers, investors and financiers, who share the same physical and virtual environment, so as to form a recognizable group, united by organizational constraints, economic
and common interests, to respond to the growing sensitivity
of the issues of economic, social and environmental sustainability.

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
The entire production ecosystem is managed in a coordinated way through an innovative DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM capable of supporting environmental, economic and social
policies to build a new global, peaceful and cooperative
society.
WORLD WIDE TECHNOLOGY PLATFORM

www.alfassa.net
info@alfassa.net

PROFESSIONAL NETWORK
In the functions of mediators and facilitators, a network of
highly qualified and specialized professionals. A dynamic,
flexible and virtual network, but also very selective and rigorous, which is mobilized in every sector to identify new strategic growth plans and innovative business models, in order to
increase, individually and collectively and on the basis of an
organized and planned, innovative capacity and international development.
INNOVATION TO INTERNATIONALIZATION

(i2i) Platform S.r.l.s
info@i2iplatform.net

A billion people in the world live without
drinking water resources, the number of
people who can dispose of them is destined
to decrease, water is becoming an increasingly strategic and precious resource.
But not only that, the pollution of groundwater and the depletion of water reserves
for food use are dramatically and irremediably harmful to the ecological system so
as to compromise the health of flora, fauna
and man.
The forecasts confirm the fears, the environmental disaster seems to be unstoppable.
By 2050 about 30% of European citizens will
have problems accessing water, the water
warning is no longer a problem only for
poor countries but for the whole of humanity. Water scarcity could soon become the
main problem of the world's population.
and things, unfortunately, can only get worse.
Unfortunately we can not deny the evidence, we need a strong and urgent appeal to
our consciences and mobilize with commitment and social responsibility, to create a
great outreach project that extends beyond national borders.
The biggest challenge for our future generations is therefore to cooperate in the development of a program that gives concrete answers to the protection and safeguarding of groundwater, and that then struggles against the commodification of water,
as the essential element of life, therefore
World Heritage Site.

WATER PROTECTION
TECHNOLOGY PLATFORM
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JOIN US

TECHNOLOGY PLATFORM
The most brilliant program for safeguarding and optimal use of water resources,
to meet economic, social and environmental needs. Water is too vital a resource
for not having a clear strategy to guarantee and meet the needs of today and
tomorrow



NATIONALIZE

Counteract the marketization of water in
favor of public water, and implement pricing policies to support the cost of public
service commensurate with what is polluted, so as to balance the interests of the
environment with those of those who depend on it.



PROTECT

The conservation of biodiversity, ecosystems and natural resources is closely linked to environmental degradation, which
goes hand in hand with the moral one. It is
therefore necessary to unite a set of reliable interlocutors that sensitize entire productive ecosystems to apply wastewater
reclamation processes for the protection
of groundwater.



PRESERVE

Ensure the reduction and control of pollution caused by all sources such as agriculture, industrial activities, urban areas and
therefore protect all waters, eliminating
physical losses, and the use weighted by
rivers and lakes.



DISTRIBUTE

A major problem of the war in this region is
the lack of safe drinking water. Unsafe water and sanitation kill more people every
year of all forms of violence, including war.
Children are particularly vulnerable because their bodies are not strong enough
to fight diarrhea, dysentery and other diseases. Our goal is to distribute clean and
mineralized water to every human being.
.

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM
FOR OUR CUSTOMERS
SOLUTIONS BASED ON THE NEW PARADGM OF CIRCULAR ECONOMY AND DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY



NEW ECONOMY: Acquire a new "complete" identity and a
reliable interlocutor.



INFO PROVIDER: Planning your business or territorial strategies
to manage change and repositioning.



SERVICES PROVIDER: Valorize the production and distribution
chain through an ecosystem of integrated services.



WORK HUB: Increase skills and production capacity by cooperating with complementary strategic partners.



FINANCIAL HUB: Fund or invest in high-yield projects that target the future.



BUSINESS HUB: An innovative procurement strategy within a
MarketPlace that invests on yourself.

FOR OUR PROVIDERS
CHANGE MANAGEMENT THROUGH AN INNOVATIVE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM (ESD Enterprise System Development)

 LEGAL OFFICE: Protect your business and assert your rights;
 SALES MANAGEMENT: Increase revenue thanks to Networking;
 FINANCIAL OFFICE: Financing or investment solutions;
 CO MARKETING: Well structured promotional actions;
 BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT: Integrate complementary solutions;
 PRODUCTION LIFECYCLE: Process and product innovation;
 LOGISTIC PLATFORM: Apply the eco-sustainable distribution;
 HUMAN RESOURCE: Turn knowledge into skills;
 STRATEGIC SOURCING: Cost saving with Sharing Economy.

VALUE PROVIDER
INNOVATION TO INTERNATIONALIZATION
A professional network that aims to access the networks of relationships and knowledge, through highly qualified professionals
(BUSINESS ADVISOR) and specialized (NETWORK MANAGER), able
to examine the crucial role of knowledge both integrated
(Services Provider) and codified (Info Provider) as a fundamental
resource of production and distribution processes.

WATER PROTECTION
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
A long-term program that is proposed as the most brilliant development strategy for the protection and optimal use of water resources, able to invest the macroeconomic paradigm and to govern processes that require a spectacular management and coordination
effort. A model of guided comparison able to favor the
cooperative relationship and to integrate a set of innovative solutions that contribute to achieving certain
sustainable development objectives.



SMART CITY

Reverse osmosis water purification plants; municipal water treatment with mineralization and
carbonization; desalination of water and modernization of water and sewerage networks,
reduction of physical losses through tools capable of identifying and resolving with targeted
actions.



SMART INDUSTRY

Civil and industrial wastewater treatment plants
of medium and large dimensions, desalination
and potabilization with innovative processes
and technologies for the achievement of environmental regulatory standards. Process technologies with activated and adhered sludge,
with oxidation plants with biodiscs and membranes.



SMART FARM

Dry farming techniques, irrigation and water
balance, drip systems, irrigation methods and
systems, waste water reuse, water saving in the
territory, fish farms with solutions based on the
new paradigm of the circular economy.





SMART GOVERNMENT

Regulatory advice to implement the water protection
program, provide safe drinking water in emergency
situations, humanitarian missions, social inclusion projects or field hospitals.



SMART UTILITIES

Integrated management system to provide intelligent
services to the users, to automate and control the integrated water systems from the sources to the
aqueducts, from the distribution to the sewage system,
up to the purification of the waste water.

SMART CAMPUS & AIRPORT & ... ...

Solutions that allow a great water saving thanks
to a control panel and to the wi fi network it is
possible to regulate the water temperature on
the desired parameter, operating taps and nozzles of showers and tanks only when this is
reached or still close at a distance taps left possibly open.



SMART COMMUNITY

Generation of water from the air or extraction
from wells after being purified from ultraviolet
lamps that contribute to reducing the bacterial
and demineralized charge by a filter containing
minerals.

CREATING A BETTER FUTURE TOGHETER!
INTERNATIONAL NETWORK

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
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